
#

16

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5097 182 4.4 1.55 30 8 3/8 35.5 6.89 4.07 121 N/A

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Acceleration, Manipulating DB in Stem, Route Adjustments, Adjusting on Scramble Drill, 
Ability to Adjust to Uncontested Throws. 

WORST

Z, Slot

Any system that will utilize his quickness in open space or in short/intermediate areas, and 
will pair him with a scrambling QB. 

College: 2011- Lacerated Kidney (Missed Final 3 Games) 2012- No significant Injuries, 
2013 No Significant Injuries NFL: 2015- Hip Injury (Week 7, WC Week, No Time Missed) 
2016- Grade 3 PCL Tear (Week 2, No Time Missed), Thigh (Week 8, No Time Missed), 
Broken Right Fibula (Week 16, Missed Week 17) 2017- Knee (Week 1, No Time Missed) 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year WR who has 25 starts in 47 career games played, including starts in 8 of 16 games played in 2017.
Suffered no significant injuries in 2017. Played entire career under WRs coach Dave Canales in OC Darrell
Bevell’s West Coast offense which revolves around their athletic QB, making much of their offensive production
happen off script. Played in both Slot and Plus alignments mainly, with most of his production coming from the
quick passing game or off script on a QB scramble. Marginal size and build with short arms, displaying very
good AA, with very good quickness and COD, very good acceleration, good agility, and good foot speed. Properly
diagnoses coverages and alignments before snap and executes his route accordingly. Good on his release, with a
very good release vs Off-man as he eats up space and gets to balance, good quick feet to manipulate DBs hips,
get around them and get back on his route vs Press. He attacks and moves Press corner when trying to open
space for a quick route underneath him, and gladly takes on role of rubbing defender to open up passes for his
teammates. Good separation quickness, very good mental processing, gains proper leverage against DB along
route stem, able to alter leverage on DB multiple times on same play based upon how coverage unfolds, very
good at finding voids in Zone coverage, good at splitting deep coverage when running vertical, very good at
running with the QB and coming back downhill on scrambles, and he understands when to get out of bounds or
go down to avoid unnecessary contact. Very good acceleration on inside routes, natural route adjustments
based upon coverages on the fly, adjusts path to run with scrambling QB on the fly, runs routes with same
acceleration he shows with ball in his hands.. Good hard step before breaking in opposite direction to set up DB
in Off-man, sinks his hips before his break, solid hand usage/slight push at top of route to gain separation, good
acceleration out of break, good angle coming back down to the ball on Digs and Outs, elite at setting up Corners
with double move/stutter-step on vertical routes. Good hands, catches with his hands out in front of him, high-
points the ball with 2 hands, is very good at catching passes above his head and out in front of himself. Makes
plays in critical situations including on third down and when trailing late in the game. Very good
adjusting/body control, very good at catching the ball when fully extended in the air in non-contested
situations, keeps his feet after downfield catches at full speed, good at finding the ball and squaring up before
jumping, very good at sideline catches because he plants his feet in bounds while making the catch. Very good at
getting YAC, very good at getting upfield and accelerating after the catch, very good at following blocks on jet-
sweeps and KR, good quick feet allow him to set up moves to make defenders miss, shifts body before contact to
maximize yards after contact. Because of adequate play strength he will lose on his release vs physical Press
corners if he can’t win with his quick feet, and he gets controlled by strong corners when they get hands on him
at the move point. On Hitches, Deep Hooks, and Out routes he will turn his head before planting which tells the
DB he is about to break and in what direction, has rounded cuts on Dig routes allowing DB to regain ground
after his break. Adequate competitive toughness, lacks effort blocking on runs or after a completion, doesn’t
stick with blocks after initial contact, lacks effort chasing play after an interception, loses jump balls in 1 on 1
situations. Marginal ability to catch the ball in contested situations and on contact because of small
hands/adequate play strength. He stands too tall and absorbs most of the contact when attempting to block
aggressive defenders and consistently has poor blocking angles with his head on the wrong side. Overall, he is a
starting Slot WR that you can win because of, and also possesses the ability to rotate to the outside and succeed
as well. He is a smart route runner who wins with leverage and angles along his stem, quick feet and quickness
out of his break, and YAC ability. He has adequate play strength, he doesn’t compete on plays he is uninvolved
in, and he doesn’t win contested catches.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

47
Games Started

25
Games Won

Effort on plays he is uninvolved in, Play Strength, Blocking Angles, Contested Catches

PROJECTION Starting Slot WR who can rotate to the outside and succeed as well. Smart route runner 
who wins with leverage and angles along his stem, quickness out of his break, and YAC 
ability. He has adequate play strength, he doesn’t compete on plays he is uninvolved in, and 
he doesn’t win contested catches. 

2017: vs SF 9/17, @TEN 9/24, vs IND 10/1, vs WAS 11/5, @JAX 12/10

28
Winning %

60%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2015- career high 51 catches, 2017- 36 punt returns (6.6 Y/R), 37 kick returns (25.9 Y/R), 
2 career KRs for TD, 9 career receiving TDs, 1 career rushing TD, 21 career carries with 9.1 
Y/A, 28 straight games played with a target, career catch percentage of 66.5%
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